1 Introduction empirical results of Foy et al. (2019) , we also explore whether our model is 137 capable of generating long-term directional changes in sequence properties 138 like hydrophobic clustering. 139 Following the classic approach of (Lau and Dill, 1989) , our model groups 140 amino acids as either hydrophobic (H) or polar (P) and maps protein struc-141 ture onto a square lattice. Previous applications of HP lattice models to 142 protein evolution have adopted a neutral network approach of focusing on 143 "functional" amino acid sequences that have unique lowest-free-energy "na-144 tive" conformations and evaluating whether such sequences are mutationally 145 connected (Lipman and Wilbur, 1991; Chan and Bornberg-Bauer, 2002) . Our 146 approach differs in two respects. 147 First, we do not define fitness in terms of the existence of native confor-148 mations, which precludes all but the highest fitness HP sequences, and which 149 requires extensive computational sampling of each sequence's structural pos-150 sibilities, necessitating the use of short sequences (of order ∼ 20 residues). 151 Instead, we implement a hydrophobic zipping algorithm that efficiently sam-152 ples the molecular products of any sequence by simulating the kinetics of 153 protein folding. 154 Second, along with fold stability, our protein fitness metric also accounts 155 for the risk of inter-molecular aggregation. Aggregation risk is a crucial as-156 pect of how proteins affect organismal fitness (DePristo et al., 2005 ; Levy there is a fundamental tradeoff between fold stability and aggregation po-161 tential. Innovation is made more difficult because P→H mutations will often 162 cause both stability and aggregation potential to increase, and vice versa 163 for H→P mutations. Importantly, the stability-aggregation tradeoff can in-164 duce sign epistasis as structural evolution changes each residue's role. For 165 instance, previously shielded H residues can become exposed and present 166 an aggregation risk, while previously peripheral P residues selected for ag-167 gregation avoidance might become situated in more structurally important 168 positions where an H residue would be better for stability. We find that 169 evolution on our stability-aggregation fitness landscape is characterized by 170 an abundance of local peaks and widespread maze-like behavior, causing 171 strong path-dependence, largely eliminating reproducibility of outcomes at 172 the sequence level, and frequently obstructing adaptive ascent to high fitness.
173
Despite these obstacles, evolution does often manage to reach high fitness.
174
Maze-like adaptive paths are created by pervasive sign epistasis, but are only 175 of order L steps long, much shorter than the extremely long O(2 L ) paths that 176 are hypothetically possible on sign-epistatic landscapes (Kaznatcheev, 2019) .
177
Adaptive paths that reach high fitness in our model can be seen as a series 178 of innovations that cumulatively do better than naively expected from the 179 intrinsic stability-aggregation tradeoff, a phenomenon that may apply more 180 broadly wherever evolutionary tradeoffs are present. We implement a two-dimensional HP lattice protein folding model. The 185 amino acid heteropolymer is modeled as "beads on a string", where each 186 amino acid "bead" can be either hydrophobic (H) or polar (P). The allow-187 able conformations of the heteropolymer are self-avoiding walks on a two-188 dimensional square lattice (beads that are sequential neighbours must be 189 one lattice step apart, and each lattice position holds at most one bead).
190
To be biologically useful, folded heteropolymers must be both thermo-191 dynamically stable and unlikely to aggregate with the other heteropolymers 192 in the cellular environment. Following the classic HP model (Lau and Dill, 193 1989), the thermodynamic stability of a conformation (free energy of fold-194 ing) is assumed to be proportional to the number of contacts between H 195 monomers that are not sequential neighbours; this latter number we will 196 refer to as "stability" S. Similarly, we define the "aggregation potential"
197
A of a conformation as the number of potential H contacts that the con-198 formation leaves exposed to bind to other molecules ( Fig. 1 ). Combining 199 these together, we assign an overall stability/aggregation score F = S − A 200 to each conformation. The tradeoff between stability and aggregation (see Introduction) implies that S and A are strongly pleiotropic. 202 We ensure that we are comparing the properties of sequences with the 203 10 same length L as follows. It is not sufficient to simply fix the number of 204 amino acids in the HP sequence, because sequences containing long runs of 205 P residues are effectively collections of fragments shorter than L in the HP 206 lattice zipper model. We therefore penalize fragmentation by setting S = 0 207 for zipped conformations that do not incorporate all L monomers in the 208 sequence. 209 We model the kinetic process taking the amino acid heteropolymer from Hydrophobic zipping is a stochastic process because a given HP sequence 231
x may zip to different conformations depending on the order in which H-H 232 contacts form (Fig. 1 ). Consequently, F (x) is a random variable for each 233 sequence x. We define the overall "fitness" F (x) of x as the expectation of 234 F (x). Although F (x) is not a direct measure of organismal or protein per-235 formance, and can even be negative, we use the term "fitness" for simplicity 236 since F (x) defines our fitness landscape. We estimate F (x) numerically by 237 computing F (x) for a sample of 1000 zipped conformations and taking the 238 sample mean.
239
Biophysically, hydrophobic zipping represents a rapid initial phase of con-240 formational entropy loss (Dill et al., 1993) . Zipping sometimes finds the low-241 est free energy conformations possible for a given sequence, but in general 242 reaching the lowest free energy conformations requires breaking H-H con-243 tacts formed during zipping, a process that would presumably require longer 244 timescales than the initial rapid collapse (Dill et al., 1993) . Zipped con-245 formations nevertheless approximate the lowest free energy conformations, 246 and are produced with sample frequencies that reflect kinetic accessibility.
247
With respect to aggregation, much of the aggregation risk associated with 248 the expression of a sequence could be attributable to these rapidly-formed 
Sequence evolution 251
We simulate sequence evolution as an origin-fixation process. Each substi-252 tutional step, we compute the fitnesses F (x) of the current sequence x as 253 well as the fitnesses F (x ) of all possible mutants x of x. We allow only 254 single H → P or P → H mutations. There are L such mutants where L is 255 sequence length. If fitter mutants are found to exist, one of them is chosen to 256 replace x. We implement two alternative decision rules: choosing the fittest 257 mutant and choosing a random fitter mutant. If all mutants are found to 258 have lower fitness than x, we re-estimate F (x) with a larger sample size and 259 again check if the previously estimated mutant fitnesses exceed F (x). If no 260 fitter mutants are found (a local peak), evolution is stopped; otherwise the 261 above is repeated on the chosen fitter mutant. The re-estimation of F (x) 262 helps to ensure that we do not unintentionally miss any beneficial mutations 263 due to sampling error in F (x). 264 We preclude mutations that create runs of three or more P monomers, 265 since these would jam the zipper before all L amino acids could be incorpo-266 rated in the fold. We also initialize evolution on sequences that start and 267 end on H monomers and do not have runs of three or more P monomers, but 268 are otherwise randomly generated. We do not specify initial hydrophobicity; 269 instead, we vary the odds of H versus P monomers at each sequence position 270 to generate a broad range of initial hydrophobicities. To connect our findings to the hydrophobic clustering results of Foy et al.
273
(2019) we use the same hydrophobic clustering metric, defined as follows.
274
Split an HP sequence of total length L into blocks of length l. In each block, 275 subtract the number of P residues from the number of H residues to obtain a 276 block score n. Hydrophobic clustering is then given by Ψ = σ 2 (n)/K where 277 σ 2 (n) is the variance in n among blocks, and K = l L 2 (1−n 2 /l 2 )
n is the block mean n (Irbäck et al., 1996; Irbäck and Sandelin, 2000) . Intu-279 itively, Ψ is a modified dispersion index for the block scores n that accounts In this section, we examine the global topography of the fitness landscape 292 F (x) by simulating adaptive trajectories starting from different initial se-293 quences generated randomly as described in Sec. 2.2. This gives a general 294 sense of how likely it is to ascend to high fitness, and how adaptive evolution 295 changes properties such as hydrophobicity and hydrophobic clustering. We 296 assume a best-case scenario in which the most beneficial mutation is substi-297 tuted at each step such that the fitness landscape is ascended at the greatest 298 possible rate.
299
HP sequences can be divided into three qualitatively distinct groups re-300 lated to their fitness F (x). The highest fitness sequences always incorporate 301 all L residues in their zipped conformations, and zip to only one or a few con-302 formations (we call these sequences "complete"). The lowest fitness sequences 303 never zip to a complete conformation (we call these sequences "incomplete").
304
"Intermediate" sequences only sometimes form a complete fold.
305
Our randomized initial sequences are almost always incomplete or in-306 termediate, and have low fitness. The blue points in Fig. 2a-d show that 307 adaptive evolution from these initial sequences frequently terminates at in-308 complete, low-fitness local peaks.
309
Evolution does nevertheless manage to reach high-fitness complete se-310 16 quences. Initial sequences which evolve completeness do not start with higher 311 F (x) relative to other random initial sequences ( Fig. 2a) . Rather, it is the 312 specific combination of H and P residues that determines whether high fitness 313 is attainable. Local peaks that are complete sequences generally take more 314 adaptive steps to reach than those with incomplete sequences, but there is 315 considerable overlap in the adaptive path lengths (Fig. 2b ). This means that 316 some complete sequences experience long ascents in which beneficial muta-317 tions do not run out before reaching high fitness, whereas others attain high 318 fitness via relatively quick shortcuts. Initial sequences with low hydropho-319 bicity rarely reach a complete local peak, while initially high hydrophobicity 320 improves the odds of reaching a complete sequence peak (Fig. 2c ). However, 321 many simulations with high initial hydrophobicity evolve to intermediate 322 peaks short of completeness, indicating that reaching high fitness is also sen-323 sitive to the exact sequence of H and P residues.
324
Despite the sensitivity of fitness outcomes to genetic background, HP 325 sequence evolution does exhibit consistent patterns. The highest fitness se-326 quences all have hydrophobicity near ≈ 0.6 ( Fig. 2d ). Hydrophobicity tends 327 to decline over an adaptive trajectory, although a significant minority of in-328 termediate peak sequences gain H residues ( Fig. 2e) . Adaptive evolution 329 also tends to reduce the within-sequence clustering of hydrophobic residues 
Evolutionary mazes 332
In this section, we investigate the path-dependence of adaptive evolution on 333 the stability-aggregation landscape F (x) by repeatedly initializing evolution 334 from the same sequence, but now picking a random beneficial mutation at 335 each step rather than the highest fitness one as in the previous section. To 336 ensure that it is possible to evolve completeness we choose a random initial 337 sequence with a relatively high hydrophobicity of 0.78 (see Fig. 2c ).
338
The landscape F (x) exhibits strong path-dependence. Despite starting 339 from the same sequence, almost every adaptive path reached a different peak 340 spanning incompleteness to completeness, depending on the order and iden-341 tity of beneficial mutations (Fig. 3a) . Adaptive paths also exhibit substantial 342 "backtracking", with total adaptive path length significantly exceeding the 343 number of HP differences between the initial and final sequences (Fig. 3b ).
344
Taken together, these imply a maze-like landscape in which many poor path 345 choices exist leading to low-fitness dead-ends, and meandering adaptive walks 346 may be needed to reach high fitness due to alternation in the sign of muta-347 tional effects along adaptive trajectories (Fig. 4) .
348
Adaptive paths that terminate at incomplete peaks are distinguished by 349 the rapid removal of hydrophobic residues (Fig. 3c) in fitness F (Fig. 4) . These paths therefore represent an ambitious strategy We have shown that an HP lattice protein stability-aggregation fitness land-360 scape exhibits pervasive sign epistasis, resulting in a high density of local 361 peaks, evolutionary mazes, and strong path-dependence of evolutionary out-362 comes. One of the sources of sign epistasis in our model is that mutations can 363 change the zipped conformations of a sequence in such a way that a residue 364 that was buried in the protein core might now be exposed to the solvent. For Wilbur, 1991; Chan and Bornberg-Bauer, 2002; Bloom et al., 2006) .
372
Despite the ruggedness of the stability-aggregation landscape, evolution 373 from low-fitness random initial sequences frequently reaches high fitness with- to start at higher hydrophobicity ( Fig. 2c ) and maintain high hydrophobic-393 ity for longer ( Fig. 3c ) than incomplete sequences. Since the early stages 394 in the evolution of a random sequence will generally entail high conforma-395 tional diversity, many H residues will not have consistent structural roles 396 and will therefore contribute little to expected stability S. It is beneficial 397 to replace these with P residues to reduce aggregation risk. However, since 398 H residues are the raw material needed to fold, this "lazy" strategy closes 399 off future avenues for innovation, potentially even committing evolution to 400 23 further H residue removal. By contrast, transiently retaining or even adding 401 H residues opens up conformational possibilities (a distinct mechanism from 402 adding "surplus" stability to enable a stability-reducing innovation (Bloom   403   et al., 2006) ). This "industrious" strategy requires finding mutations that 404 put the present H residues to better structural use.
405
Similar observations apply to hydrophobic clustering, which is strongly 406 positively correlated with hydrophobicity both among initial sequences and 407 following adaptive evolution. This correlation arises because, for most values 408 of hydrophobicity, successful folding requires H residues to be more uniformly 409 distributed than random along the sequence. For instance, among the ran-410 domly generated initial sequences, we require that no two H residues be more 411 than three residues apart as this would surely cause zipping to fail (Section 412 2.2). Since lower hydrophobicity means fewer H residues to go around, lower 413 hydrophobicity sequences will therefore tend to have lower clustering.
414
Remarkably, although evolutionary outcomes in our model are highly 415 non-reproducible, even at the coarse level of fitness F (Fig. 3) , both hy-416 drophobicity and hydrophobic clustering ultimately decline for almost all 417 complete sequences ( Fig. 2e,f ). This appears to be a generic consequence 
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Our HP zipping model shares the usual disclaimer of all HP lattice mod-424 24 els -though grossly simplifying reality, they nevertheless capture essential 425 aspects of how protein folding is driven by contact between hydrophobic 426 residues subject to conformational constraints (Dill and Fiebig, 1994) . Our 427 zipping model makes additional assumptions which add further caveats. It 428 seems unlikely that our assumption of a single, fixed nucleation site applies to 429 real proteins. In principle our findings could be sensitive to this assumption
